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Suddenly A Brown Eyed Girl
Nine Days

Strum pattern(how i do it):      D-.-.-U-d-U-D-U

(points = let it ring  small letter= full palmmute stroke; so first stroke is
like 3 
beats long and every other stroke one beat so if you think of 4/4 first one
would be a 
dotted half note and the other quarter notes)

NIne Lives play the chords from the first verse like this: E and B in the 7th
Fret and A 
in the 5th (barrÃ©-chords) then change to normal chords in the half when the C#m
comes 
in but you might play everything in normal chords sounds good too

E B A A
E B A A

E                      B                A
  She s everything and more a girl could be
                          A                E
  She could have been the last on earth to me
                B            A
  Everything I knew I left behind
             A                A
  Just for a chance at simple life
               B
  Laying on a hardwood floor
         C#m                 B                 A
  With a photograph from an antique store with you
           B                  C#m
  Dust old records off from a milk crate shelf
          A              E (E goes on into chorus)
  Let the needle drop, oh

Chorus:
   B            A
 I believe in a brown eyed girl
            A                    E
 That could change the world and me
          B          A      A----B--  (A--- = one strum then let ring)
 Don t it make it seem like suddenly
E         B        A
 Everything is so surreal
          A             E
 Like the color in her eyes
          B



 Takes me far away
A         A
 She came suddenly

and so on =)

She ll never lets me fall too far behind
I won t walk ahead of her I won t
Two notes of a chord side by side
Two steps down a path between the vine
I feel the magic of a girl who who will bring
the best of me out through
I think I d rather be close to you, to you

I believe in a brown eyed girl
That could change the world and me
Don t it make it seem like suddenly
Everything is simple like a motorcycle ride
Faster than the rain, she came suddenly

I feel, you fell
All that stood still through each melody
I thank you for you

I feel the magic of a girl who,
will bring the best of me out through
I think I d rather be close to you, oh

I believe in a brown eyed girl
That could change the world and me
Don t it make it seem like suddenly
Everything is so surreal
Life the color in her eyes
Takes me far away
Where I want to stay
La da da da da
She came suddenly
La da da da da
She came suddenly
La da da da da


